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FIBER LASER FL-3015-S FL-3015-L FL-4020-L FL-6020-L

Total Electric Power Consumption kw 28,95 31,85 41,30 44,50 47 49,50 60 28,95 31,85 41,30 44,50 47 49,50 60 28,95 31,85 41,30 44,50 47 49,50 60 28,95 31,85 41,30 44,50 47 49,50 60

Resonator Power w 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 8000 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 8000 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 8000 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 8000

F�ber Core D�ameter µm 50 100 50 100 50 100 50 100

Max. Cutt�ng
Th�cknesses

M�ld Steel mm 8 15 18 20 22 24 30 8 15 18 20 22 24 30 8 15 18 20 22 24 30 8 15 18 20 22 24 30

Sta�nless Steel mm 4 8 10 12 15 16 20 4 8 10 12 15 16 20 4 8 10 12 15 16 20 4 8 10 12 15 16 20

Alum�n�um mm 3 6 8 10 12 14 16 3 6 8 10 12 14 16 3 6 8 10 12 14 16 3 6 8 10 12 14 16

Copper mm 2 4 5 6 8 10 12 2 4 5 6 8 10 12 2 4 5 6 8 10 12 2 4 5 6 8 10 12

Brass mm 3 4 5 6 8 8 10 3 4 5 6 8 8 10 3 4 5 6 8 8 10 3 4 5 6 8 8 10

Net Cutt�ng D�mens�ons mm 1530 X 3050 1530 X 3050 2040 X 4050 2040 X 6050

X,Y Ax�s Dr�ve System Rack and P�n�on Rack and P�n�on Rack and P�n�on Rack and P�n�on

Z Ax�s Dr�ve System Ball Screw Ball Screw Ball Screw Ball Screw

Z Ax�s Dr�ve Stroke mm 130 130 130 130

Max. S�multane X-Y Ax�s Speed m/m�n 170 170 170 170

Max. Z Ax�s Speed m/m�n 50 50 50 50

Max. Accelerat�on X,Y Ax�s G 2 2 1,7 1,7

Max.Accelerat�on Z Ax�s G 3 3 3 3

Pos�t�on�ng Accuracy mm 0,05 0,05 0,05 0,05

Repeatab�l�ty Accuracy mm 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02

Palette to Palette Change T�me sec 20 27 30 45

Ass�st Gases Oxygen, N�trogen, Druckluft Oxygen, N�trogen, Druckluft Oxygen, N�trogen, Druckluft Oxygen, N�trogen, Druckluft

Total We�ght kg 16000 17500 25000 36800



 Fiber laser needs less maintenance.
Fiber laser can precisely cut various metal sheets including AL(Aluminium),
CU(Copper), Bronze. The speed of cutting is higher for thin metal sheets.
The beam intensity is high.
Fiber laser requires less cooling operation.
Laser beam is directed to the laser head from the resonator via fiber optic cable.
Fiber laser energy efficiency is 40%. CO2 energy efficiency is 10%.
Fiber laser cuts faster in comparison to CO2 laser of same power.
Less gas consumption.
Lower cycle time.
100,000 hours of diode life.
No maintenance cost for laser rezonator
Cutting with compressed air is possible.

1KW - 2KW - 3KW - 4KW - 5KW - 6KW - 8KW
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Fiber Laser Power Source

LEGEND FL-SERIES
New Generation Fiber Laser Technology
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   Laser Cutting Head
Vibration-free motion and high precision cutting

quality even at high speeds.

Lightweight and slim design for high acceleration

and cutting speed.

High quality cuts are achieved by keeping the

cutting height constantly maintained by the

capacitive sensor in the head.

Thanks to the protective glass placed in the

head, the focusing lenses are protected.

Thin and thick sheets can be cut at the best

quality thanks to the automatically adjusted

focus distance.

With the application installed on mobile devices,

lens temperature, protective glass temperature,

intracranial pressure, cutting gas pressure value

and focal distance values can be monitored by

wireless connection.

Thanks to the LED status indicator, various statuses

of the head can be monitored according to the colors

of the LEDs.

   Metalix CAD/CAM Software
Combined advanced technology with design,
automatic and manual processing, automatic
positioning, NC code generation, graphic
simulation and machine connection (DNC)
features, Metalix "cncKad" for sheet metal
industry provides precise solutions.

   FlyCut
The laser head can cut all the holes on a single
axis by opening and closing the laser at a very
high speed without lifting the laser head. This
reduces the production time.

   Fanuc CNC Controller
Advanced Hardware
Sophisticated hardware system is thin, fast and highly reliable
combined with ultra-fast processor. Fiber cables are used in the
CNC internal data bus system for high speed data transfer.

High Speed, High Sensitivity and Advanced
Processing Technologies
High speed and high precision machining technology as well as
servo drives. Convenient axis positioning and precision.

Advanced Remote Access and Control System
Easy access to CNC control and machine via internet from
personal computers.

High Security and Maintenance Ease
Reliable hardware system ensures stable operation even in
harsh factory environment.

Windows Based Operating System
An advanced CNC and PC combination thanks to the Fanuc
panel high-speed interface

Cutting with Compressed Air
Dener FL Series Laser machines cuts with oxygen and nitrogen
as well as air. Due to different possible cutting options the gas
system has pressure sensors and sump holders for all gas inputs.
Cutting thin sheets with compressed air provides a cost advantage
compared to cutting with oxygen and nitrogen, it also provides
speed advantage compared to oxygen cutting. Air drying system
to dry the pressurized air is included as a standard machine part,
it is necessary for cutting with air.

   Manual CNC Handwheel
Manual handwheel makes the work easier for the operator.

   Camera Systems
The machine has 4 cameras and vision softwares
to make the machine highly user friendly. Patented
Systems.

   Real Time Auto Nesting
Auto nesting can be performed directly from the
screen. Also undesired parts can be deleted. This
option is currently available in Turkey only.

   Automatic Sheet Detection
Metal sheets on palette are detected 
automatically and cutting part is 
displayed with yellow boundary.

   Waste Sheet Separation System
Separating used part from main sheet was never so easy. With Dener Camera System you can separate
waste part directly from screen.

   Part Placement System
The cutting part can also be placed manually at 
desired angle at any part of the sheet.

   QR Code System 
This system is used to select the parameters
and cutting file automatically via the front
camera on the main pannel.

   Remote Machine Monitoring
The machine can be accessed remotely, cutting
can be monitored and problems solved. Thanks
to 4 cameras available on the machine.

   Vision Sensor
The vision sensor on laser head can detect the material
of metal sheet, it can monitor the cutting quality, find
the starting point in minimum time and check the
piercing in real time. Currently available in Turkey only.

   Automatic Beam Centering
Automatic beam centering is performed, it hardly takes
about 20 seconds. No need to perform beam centering
manually which can take up to an hour. Patented by Dener.

   Real Time Nozzle Status
Nozzle status is displayed on the screen. If the 
nozzle loses its circular shape change nozzle
message is displayed on the screen.

   Nozzle Cleaning and Calibration
Automatic cleaning of sheet metal parts adhering to the nozzle
during cutting is necessary for good quality and rapid cutting.
Dener FL Series Fiber Lasers has a programmed automatic
nozzle cleaning that is performed after a certain number of piercing.

   Smart Graphical User Interface
The GUI enables operator full control 
of the machine in the most efficient
manner. Also special restart program 
available in the GUI allows the user to
continue from any point in case the
machine stops during cutting process
due to any error. Also the user can
manually select the restart point.



   Body Structure
After all static and dynamic analysis welded construction and welding
operations, stress relieving process is applied to create one piece and
strong body structure. In the main body, the x-axis movement is provided
by a single motor. This allows the machine to go faster.

   Laser Safety Windows
The machine has latest technology safety glasses,
provides operator with good view of cutting cabinet
and safety while viewing.

   Multi Chambers Vacuum Suction System
Vacuum and filter system in laser cutting systems are of great
importance in terms of cutting quality, human and environmental
health and machine cleaning. For an efficient vacuum system, the
cutting area is divided into cells.

   Slag Trolley
There are slag trolleys to collect small pieces
that fall easily during the cutting process. CNC
controlled conveyor can be included as an option.

   Shuttle Table
The shuttle table system is designed to increase workflow, to allow easy
placement of material and to reduce time spent unloading parts. The
operator collects cut parts and loads the next material for processing.

   IPG Laser Source
The Power range of resonator source is between
500W and 6 kW. As the power increases so does
the cutting speed and capacity respectively.

   Filter
It provides a healthy working environment by absorbing smoke, dust
and small particles formed during cutting. The vibrating dust collection
filter is fully automatic. It runs automatically when cutting is started.

   Refrigerated Type Air Dryer
The air dryer is a standard equipment in the
machine. Necessary for long and efficient working
of filter and machine.

   Automatic Lubrication
Thanks to this system, the need for lubrication is
eliminated without stopping the machine at any
time, the system performs automatic lubrication
depending on the running time.

   Gantry System
Bridge X is at the top of the machine. Low weight, high acceleration and speed capability. Unique high-tech motors
are used, with 35% electricity saving.

   Dener Fiber Laser FL-6020-6KW
We produce wide range of machines with varying length and power. Both front and side loading palettes are available depending on your requirement.

   IPG Chiller
Continuously communicates with chiller and laser
via CNC control unit and follows the optimal working

temperature for the cutting head.Compact cooling
system for laser resonator and the linear motors.

   Easy Access Side Door
A user friendly and fast door is always helpful for
emptying and loading the palette. Service and
maintenance work can be easily performed.


